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Abstract: File storage and synchronization cloud services receives great response from internet users and these 

services offers features through which users can store files on cloud, sync those data with pc / mobile device or share 

all kind of files or personal data publically or with specific person. Recently there are cases reported where cyber 

criminals used and/or targeted such cloud services to commit malicious activities such as identity theft, privacy 

issues, malware, sexual harassment and cyber terrorism etc.  The retrieval of evidences from cloud storage services 

such as Google Drive, DropBox and OneDrive etc., have been identified as an emerging challenges for digital 

forensic researchers and examiners. There is a need for a sound digital forensic knowledge relating to the forensic 

analysis of cloud storage services to identify potential digital evidences. Google Drive is a popular cloud storage 

service and in this research paper, I did detail study of artifact left behind by Google Drive using Registry changes 

while installation or un-installation process; File system analysis while login or logout process, uploading, 

downloading or deletion of files;  Analysis of Log and memory analysis to identify artifacts of forensic interest. 

During the research, the hash of the extracted data/artifacts on the cloud is checked with the original data/artifacts to 

establish the integrity. Timestamp information may be a crucial aspect of an investigation and therefore it is 

important to record the information available, and to understand the circumstances relating to a timestamp on a file.  

KEYWORDS: Google Drive, Dropbox, OneDrive, RAM Forensics, Man-In-The-Cloud. 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a form of Internet-based computing that provides shared computer processing resources and 

data to computers and other devices on demand [1]. Due to rapid development of technology related to internet, 

cloud computing and mobile device, people can access resources from anywhere and anytime.   Cloud storage 

services such as Google Drive, DropBox and OneDrive etc. plays an important role in the information sharing [3] on 

internet because person can store data on cloud, sync those data with PC / mobile device or share all kind of data or 

personal data publically or with specific person.  

According to the report [4] published by the Imperva Hacker Intelligence Initiative cyber security company and it 

shows that hackers may now easily get access to all users’ files in cloud services such as Google Drive, Microsoft 

OneDrive, Dropbox [2], if they are able to get into the computer, on which the clients of these services are installed. 

Moreover, the hackers won’t need the logins and passwords to access data in the users’ accounts [5]. Moreover new 

type of attack called 'Man-In-The-Cloud' (MITC) that allows hackers to access cloud storage services without the 

need for a password [6]. Such cybercrime cases reported recently shows that cyber criminals used and/or targeted 

such cloud services to perform malicious activities.  

Cloud storage services can be used to store, access and distribute data via remote infrastructure in overseas 

jurisdictions to avoid the scrutiny of law enforcement agencies [7].  Digital forensics of cloud storage services has 

always been emerging challenges for digital forensic researchers and examiners. In this research paper, using 

various digital forensic techniques artifacts were identified that are likely to be left by the Google Drive. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I discussed literature survey of existing related research work. 

I focused on methodology and preparation of research along with result analysis in section 3. Paper is concluded 

with research outcome comments in section 4. 

 

2.0  Related Research work: 

McClain discussed forensics of Dropbox installed on window 7 OS [8], Darren Quick  discussed forensics of 

Dropbox installed on windows 7 OS and Apple iPhone [9],  Chung conducted forensics  on verities of cloud storage 

services installed on different OS [10], Darren Quick shown forensics of Microsoft SkyDrive installed on computer 

and iPhone [11], S. Mehreen discussed different digital forensics techniques to extract evidences from Dropbox 

running on Window 8 OS [12]  and lastly Ming Sang Chang conducted forensics of Google Drive on windows XP,  

windows 7 and  windows 8 [13].   

All of the above mentioned research conducted on Dropbox and Google Drive and artifacts were collected using 

registry changes or installation or un-installation process. In this research paper artifacts left behind by the Google 
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Drive were collected using Registry changes, File system analysis, log analysis and memory analysis in different 

scenario. 

 

3.0  Methodology and Preparation of Research:  

The aim and objective of the research is to collect artifacts form Google Drive once user has accessed it. Adopted 

methodology carry out during the entire research is divided in four phases 1. Registry changes analysis using 

RegShot 2. File system changes analysis using DiskPulse 3. Log analysis of Sync_log file 5. Ram analysis using 

FTK. I configured cloud storage Google Drive application on virtual machine with the configuration of windows 7, 

18 GB HDD and 2 GB RAM. Following activities performed to make different situations, 

1. Start RegShot and Save the first instance of it. 

2. Install the cloud application and capture the 2
nd

 instance using RegShot. 

3. Compare both the instances to know the changes made in the registry.  

4. Monitor the changes in the file system while uploading, updating and deleting the files using DiskPulse 

5. Calculate the Hash of the files to verify integrity of the file  

6. Uninstall the application and monitor the changes in the registry  

7. Capture the memory of the virtual instance to understand the artifacts left in the Memory 

Purpose behind creating such different situations is to know what kind of artifacts with their attributes and location 

left behind by the Google Drive in particular scenario. Research with  verities of scenario helps digital forensic 

researchers or examiners to handle real time cases related to cloud storage services.  

 

 

 
Figure 1 Registry Artifacts (Install) 

 

3.1 Registry changes analysis: After the installation of Google Drive in windows 7 machine, installation related 

artifacts (Figure 1) such as version and package was found from registry of windows 7. Registry instance taken 

using RegShot during the installation of Google Drive and it was found that while installation of Google Drive -  8 

keys deleted, 596 keys added, 957 values deleted, 892 values added, 25 values modified and total changes  was 

2478. 

 

3.2 File system changes: To record the changes in the file system following sub-scenario was created and changes 

in the file system were observed using DiskPulse for every scenario, 

 

3.2.1 User Login : 

Whenever any login process is attempted there are various changes in the file system which was recorded by 

DiskPluse and it was observed that 42 NOEXT files, 12 Txt files, 5 DAT files, 3 PNG files, 2 GIF fiels, 2 LOG1 

files, 1 LOG files and 1 DB-WAL files were created. It was also observed that during login process 45 files were 

modified, 19 files were created and 4 files were deleted.  

 

3.2.2 File upload:  

The File “Digital-Evidence.jpg” was uploaded in Google Drive, after the file was uploaded the hash value of both 

the source file and the file uploaded on the cloud was calculated (Figure 2, 3) to verify its integrity. It was observed 

that during file upload, 27 NOEXT files, 21 DAT files, 11 TMP files, 8 LOG1 files, 5 DB-JOURNAL files, 4 Log 

files, 4 PNG files, 3 DB-WAL files and 9 other files were created. It was also observed that 172 files were modified, 

30 files were created, 14 were deleted and 8 files were renamed. 
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Figure 3 Hash value of image before uploading image               Figure 2 Hash value of image after uploading image  

 

 

3.2.3 Update and Delete file:   

The file named “Digital-Evidence.jpg” which was uploaded on Google drive; was updated and changes in the file 

system were observed. Hash value (Figure 4) was calculated to see that image was changed or not. After the update, 

It was observed that 11 NOEXT , 10 JPG files, 5 LOG1 files, 5 DB-WAL files, 5 DAT files, 2 

AUTOMATICDESTINATIONS-MS, DRIVEDOWNLOAD files, 1 PF files were affected. After a deletion of 

image file 7 NOEXT files, 5 LOG1 files, 4 DAT files, 2 DB-WAL files and 1 JPG file were changed 

 

 

Figure 4 Hash value of image before alteration and after alteration 

 

When the file was deleted from Google Drive and changes in the file systems was observed. It was found that 7 

NOEXT files, 5 LOG1 files, 4 DAT files, 2 DB-WAL files and 1 JPG files were changed. 

3.3 Log analysis: Sync_log.log is log file containing information about the client sync session and this file contains 

information about sync sessions, file created, file saved and file deleted. For a digital forensic examiner , 

sync_log.log file is a very important and I found artifacts  related to  email-id and last login date and time (Figure 5), 

upload file detail (Figure 6.) , deleted file detail (Figure 7) and last access time (Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 5 Login Email ID & Login Date and Time – Google Drive  
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Figure 6 Uploaded File Details - Google Drive 

 

 
Figure 7 Deleted File Details – Google Drive 

 

 
Figure 8 Last Access time – Google Drive 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Memory Forensics:  

Memory forensics is forensic analysis of a computer's memory dump. It’s primary application is investigation of 

advanced computer attacks which are stealthy enough to avoid leaving artifacts on the computer's hard drive [14] 

and RAM forensics can capture the current state of a machine in a way that is not possible using disk analysis alone 

[15]. I used FTK imager to take the RAM dump and Sysinternal’s tool string is used to convert RAM dump to 

string.  I found artifacts related to email address and file path (Figure 10) and file details (Figure 9) from the analysis 

of RAM dump. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Artifacts related to File Details on RAM 
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Figure 10 Artifacts related to Email and File path on RAM 

 

4.0 Conclusion 

File storage and synchronization cloud services such as Google Drive, DropBox and OneDrive etc. provide features 

through which person can store data, sync data with PC / mobile device or share with anyone in the internet. On one 

side cybercrime criminals used and/or targeted such cloud services to commit malicious activities and on another 

side forensics related cloud storage services have been identified as emerging challenges for digital forensic 

researchers and examiners. In this research paper, I discussed digital forensic techniques such as registry analysis, 

file system analysis, log analysis and memory forensics is used to collect artifacts left by the Google Drive. While 

applying these digital forensic techniques, I created verities of scenario which helps digital forensic examiner to help 

real time cases related to cloud storage services. 
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